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Aaniin nindizhinikaaz waabizheshi gichi-mookomaan-aki nindonjibaa waabizheshi nindoodem

Greetings, My name is Corbin Helton, descendant of St. Croix Band of Lake Superior Chippewa

of Wisconsin, United States of A erica, and a member of the Marten clan. My mother Holly

Helton-Anishinaabeqwa is a descendent of the St. Croix Band of Lake Superior Chi pewa. My

grandmother Dawn Helton-Anishinaabeqwa is an enrolled member of the Lac Courte Oreilles

Band of Lake Superior Chippewa.

As an indigenous youth growing up I was never taught my language, due to the acts of

assimilation and threat of boarding schools in my great-great grandmother s day. Her name was

Lucy Taylor an enrolled member of the St. Croix Band of Lake Superior Chippewa. My great-

great grandmother’s younger sisters Gracie and Lena were taken away from their father and

placed in a church operated boarding school. The only way to rescue the girls was to marry a

white man, which she did. My great-great grandmother was afraid to allow her own children to

speak the Ojibwe language for fear of having them taken away. She secretly taught them their

Ojibwe names and warned them never to tell anyone outside the family.

As an Indigenous youth growing up I was never taught my language, due to the acts of

assimilation and threat of boarding schools in my great-grand other’s day. Today, my family is

trying to revitalize the use of Ojibwe in our household. Many Indigenous people have lost their

native speakers and no longer have the ability to leam their language as I can, but many of the

schools and areas of academics hold valuable information on various Indigenous languages all

over the world. Many academic institutions and organizations have archives filled with

docu ents, audio and video recordings, linguistic notes, and dictionaries which can help in the
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revitalization of lost languages and we need to spread the word, tell t e academic institutions and

organizations to open their archives and freely give access to Indigenous peoples, not pay for it

and not have us barred by academic red tape, we should be free to preserve and revitalize our

languages in our own way.

Indigenous languages are critical to the survival of our traditions and connection to our

ancestors. Indigenous languages are a way to connect with our people and our cultural heritage.

The more we can encourage young people to learn Indigenous languages and grow more

s eakers is of utmost importance. I m here today at the United Nations Permanent Forum on

Indigenous Issues taking a stand with other youth from around the world who are desperately

trying to preserve their Indigenous Languages and way of life. This request isn't "optional" if s

"essential" for cultural survival.

Indigenous languages are the soul of Indigenous culture, the means to connect with our past, our

people, and to preserve for future generations.

The 2019 International Year of Indigenous Languages (IYIL) is a time for the global community

to come together and recognize the importance of preserving and protecting Indigenous

languages. Academic and Indigenous organizations are key to help identifying and providing

resources to help combat the loss of Indigenous languages by establishing language progra s

and sharing of linguistic information collected and archived by universities and linguists, while

the Indigenous communities can advise the best ways to carry out these programs and create

more fluent speakers. We need to focus on the resources available to preserve Indigenous

languages, such as the UNESCO Interactive Atlas of the World s Languages in Danger, listening

sessions with Indigenous communities and helping Indigenous Youth obtain access to resources such as

Elders, governmental or academic educational materials, and grass-roots organizations that can help us to
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learn our Indigenous languages and cultural knowledge. Once Young people, such as myself learn to

access t ese resources we c n begin to apply them in the grassroots, academic, and inte  ational

fields. The creation of these programs will helps us protect and preserve Indigenous languages,

so future generations will be able to carry on our traditions and cultural identity.

Recommendations:

1. For nation states to adopt laws to protect Indigenous peoples from intrusion from

acade ic and industrial organizations by  eans of bribery or misrepresentation.

2. Laws to outline Indigenous peoples right to nonparticipation in studies conducted

by academic or industrial organizations.

3. The formation of a committee to investigate violations by academic and industrial

organizations regarding the taking of culturally vital information.

4. Listening sessions between Indigenous communities and academic organizations

5. Open access of academic archives, including all information obtained from

Indigenous peoples such as documents, video, and audio recordings, photography,

and artifacts.

6. Full transparency between academic, government organizations and Indigenous

peoples regarding the use and sharing of indigenous knowledge.

7. The recognition of Indigenous people s ownership of cultural and intellectual

property.

8. The right for Indigenous people to review/receive academic and industrial

ublications on indigenous peoples before being published.
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9. The prevention of patenting of Indigenous languages and cultural knowledge
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